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1200 w. WASHINGTON
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Docket Control

DATE : June 8, 2016

FROM: Chairman Doug Little's Office

SUBJECT : UNSE - Docket No. E-04204A_15-0142

Chairman Little's office received 25 emails in opposition of the above docket number. These
emails can be viewed with the above Docket Number either on the website via the eDocket link, or
in Docket.
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Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Margitta Sanford <Gitta@2sunhomes.com>
Tuesday, June 07, 2016 9:56 AM
Little-web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142. Please Reject UNS Energy's proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

Please reject Unisource's anti-consumer proposal. Unisource's proposal still imposes mandatory demand charges on
solar customers and the elimination of fundamental solar policies, like net metering. UniSource was wrong to propose
mandatory demand charges for all, and they are still wrong, At it's core, Unisource's proposal remains anti-consumer
and anti-choice.

Demand charges are an anti-consumer billing mechanism designed to confuse ratepayers and disincentivive
conservation and energy efficiency. Demand charges ambush ratepayers. You only know when your peak demand has
been set after the fact. Ratepayers should be charged for the energy they use, not ambushed with exorbitant charges
based on a short period within a month.

In addition, net metering is vital to preserving the ability of ratepayers to go solar and protecting thousands of jobs. Net
metering is a fair policy that creates jobs and gives consumers energy choice.

We know what happens when you eliminate fundamental solar policies. Do not let what happened in Nevada happen in
Arizona.

Reject UNS Energy's proposal. It is a power grab that erodes consumer choice and control over bills in order to ensure
captive ratepayers for their monopoly.

Sincerely,

Margitta Sanford

3640 n. Longwood Pl
Tucson, AZ

5207339502
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Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

/
Leslie j yeoman <msljy@lesliejyerman.com>
Tuesday, June 07, 2016 4:50 PM
Little-web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142. Please Reject UNS Energy's proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

Please reject Unisource's anti-consumer proposal. Unisource's proposal still imposes mandatory demand charges on
solar customers and the elimination of fundamental solar policies, like net metering. UniSource was wrong to propose
mandatory demand charges for all, and they are still wrong, At it's core, Unisource's proposal remains anti-consumer
and anti-choice.

Demand charges are an anti-consumer billing mechanism designed to confuse ratepayers and disincentivive
conservation and energy efficiency. Demand charges ambush ratepayers. You only know when your peak demand has
been set after the fact. Ratepayers should be charged for the energy they use, not ambushed with exorbitant charges
based on a short period within a month.

In addition, net metering is vital to preserving the ability of ratepayers to go solar and protecting thousands of jobs. Net
metering is a fair policy that creates jobs and gives consumers energy choice.

We know what happens when you eliminate fundamental solar policies. Do not let what happened in Nevada happen in
Arizona.

Reject UNS Energy's proposal. It is a power grab that erodes consumer choice and control over bills in order to ensure
captive ratepayers for their monopoly.

Sincerely,

Leslie j yeoman

255 N Granada Avenue #2025
Tucson, AZ 85701
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Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Van Horn <mttaz@live.com>
Saturday, June 04, 2016 8:44 AM
Little-Web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142 - No on UNS anti-solar proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

Uri source was wrong to proposal demand charges on all customers and still wrong to propose discriminatory demand
charges on solar customers.

I urge the Commission to preserve the ability of ratepayers to exercise choice when it comes to lowering their bills.
Please reject demand charges of any kind and protect net metering. By protecting Choice and competition in our energy
market, we can create jobs and give consumers energy choice.

Sincerely,

James Van Horn

Lake Havasu City, A286404
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Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James Lambert <Jim@bullheadcityairport.<:om>
Saturday, June 04, 2016 6:56 AM
Little-web
oppose UNS's proposal, regarding Docket# E-04204A-15-0142

Dear Chairman Little,

Do not discourage solar power. With the EPA trying to eliminate coal fired generators and a lack of water behind our
dams, Arizona needs all the solar we can get.

Sincerely,

James Lambert

Fort Mohave, AZ 86426
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Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

D Anthony Leiterman <Legolas2030@me.com>
Friday, June 03, 2016 11:50 AM
Little-Web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142 - No on UNS anti-solar proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

Uri source was wrong to proposal demand charges on all customers and still wrong to propose discriminatory demand
charges on solar customers.

I urge the Commission to preserve the ability of ratepayers to exercise choice when it comes to lowering their bills.
Please reject demand charges of any kind and protect net metering. By protecting choice and competition in our energy
market, we can create jobs and give consumers energy choice.

Sincerely,

D Anthony Leiterman

rt
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Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joan Koenig <Jkoe47@gmail.com>
Monday, June 06, 2016 7:32 AM
Little-Web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142. Please Reject UNS Energy's proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

Please reject Unisource's anti-consumer proposal. Unisource's proposal still imposes mandatory demand charges on
solar customers and the elimination of fundamental solar policies, like net metering. UniSource was wrong to propose
mandatory demand charges for all, and they are still wrong, At it's core, Unisource's proposal remains anti-consumer
and anti-choice.

Demand charges are an anti-consumer billing mechanism designed to confuse ratepayers and disincentivive
conservation and energy efficiency. Demand charges ambush ratepayers. You only know when your peak demand has
been set after the fact. Ratepayers should be charged for the energy they use, not ambushed with exorbitant charges
based on a short period within a month.

In addition, net metering is vital to preserving the ability of ratepayers to go solar and protecting thousands of jobs. Net
metering is a fair policy that creates jobs and gives consumers energy choice.

We know what happens when you eliminate fundamental solar policies. Do not let what happened in Nevada happen in
Arizona.

Reject UNS Energy's proposal. It is a power grab that erodes consumer choice and control over bills in order to ensure
captive ratepayers for their monopoly.

Sincerely,

Joan Koenig

Phoenix, 85031
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Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ray holden <royp34@yahoo.com>
Sunday, June 05, 2016 12:10 PM
Little-Web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142. Please Reject UNS Energy's proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

Please reject Unisource's anti-consumer proposal. Unisource's proposal still imposes mandatory demand charges on
solar customers and the elimination of fundamental solar policies, like net metering. UniSource was wrong to propose
mandatory demand charges for all, and they are still wrong, At it's core, Unisource's proposal remains anti-consumer
and anti-choice.

Demand charges are an anti-consumer billing mechanism designed to confuse ratepayers and disincentivive
conservation and energy efficiency. Demand charges ambush ratepayers. You only know when your peak demand has
been set after the fact. Ratepayers should be charged for the energy they use, not ambushed with exorbitant charges
based on a short period within a month.

In addition, net metering is vital to preserving the ability of ratepayers to go solar and protecting thousands of jobs. Net
metering is a fair policy that creates jobs and gives consumers energy choice.

We know what happens when you eliminate fundamental solar policies. Do not let what happened in Nevada happen in
Arizona.

Reject UNS Energy's proposal. It is a power grab that erodes consumer choice and control over bills in order to ensure
captive ratepayers for their monopoly.

Sincerely,

ray holden

phoenix, AZ 85008
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Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kim Fox <foxontherun99@yahoo.com>
Sunday, June 05, 2016 1:14 PM
Little-Web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142 - No on UNS anti~solar proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

Uri source was wrong to proposal demand charges on all customers and still wrong to propose discriminatory demand
charges on solar customers.

I urge the Commission to preserve the ability of ratepayers to exercise choice when it comes to lowering their bills.
Please reject demand charges of any kind and protect net metering, By protecting choice and competition in our energy
market, we can create jobs and give consumers energy choice.

Sincerely,

Kim Fox

Phoenix, AZ 85027
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Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kevin Crawford <Kevin@arizonalaser.com>
Sunday, June 05, 2016 1:20 PM
Little-Web
I oppose UNS's proposal, regarding Docket# E-04204A-15-0142

Dear Chairman Little,

What has been proposed is dictatorial and not in the best interest of the consumer, Arizona, or America. There could be
a huge backlash if something like this goes in to effect. In my opinion, with rules like these this country is getting ever
closer to a violent revolt. People in power need to tread softly or risk the failure of this country.
These rules feed the fat cats and undermine the 99%'s ability to improve their lives. It also stops citizens who care about
the planet as a whole to reduce our carbon footprint

Sincerely,

Kevin Crawford

Mesa, AZ 85208
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Andrea Gaston

From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Kathi Stucke <Kathistucke@gmail.com>
Sunday, June 05, 2016 9:46 AM
Little-web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142. I oppose UNS's proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

At it's core Unisource's proposal remains anti-consumer and anti-choice. Please reject UNS proposed mandatory
demand charges on solar customers and the elimination of fundamental solar policies, like net metering. UniSource was
wrong to propose mandatory demand charges for all, and they are still wrong. Demand charges are confusing and hard
to control.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

Kathi Stucke

Phoenix, AZ 85024
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Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

JohnMichael Flatley <mykle1@cox.net>
Sunday, June 05, 2016 8:34 AM
Little-web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142. Please Reject UNS Energy's proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

Please reject Unisource's anti-consumer proposal. Unisource's proposal still imposes mandatory demand charges on
solar customers and the elimination of fundamental solar policies, like net metering. UniSource was wrong to propose
mandatory demand charges for all, and they are still wrong, At it's core, Unisource's proposal remains anti-consumer
and anti-choice.

Demand charges are an anti-consumer billing mechanism designed to confuse ratepayers and disincentivive
conservation and energy efficiency. Demand charges ambush ratepayers. You only know when your peak demand has
been set after the fact. Ratepayers should be charged for the energy they use, not ambushed with exorbitant charges
based on a short period within a month.

In addition, net metering is vital to preserving the ability of ratepayers to go solar and protecting thousands of jobs. Net
metering is a fair policy that creates jobs and gives consumers energy choice.

We know what happens when you eliminate fundamental solar policies. Do not let what happened in Nevada happen in
Arizona.

Reject UNS Energy's proposal. It is a power grab that erodes consumer choice and control over bills in order to ensure
captive ratepayers for their monopoly.

Also, please publicly admonish this company from attempting these unfair practices. The other companies need to
know that Arizona is a pro-solar state, and that we will not be misled.

Sincerely,

JohnMichael Flatley

Phoenix, AZ 85014
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Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kathryn Benavidez <Katben723@gmail.com>
Sunday, June 05, 2016 4:26 AM
Little~Web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142. Please Reject UNS Energy's proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

Please reject Unisource's anti-consumer proposal. Unisource's proposal still imposes mandatory demand charges on
solar customers and the elimination of fundamental solar policies, like net metering. UniSource was wrong to propose
mandatory demand charges for all, and they are still wrong, At it's core, Unisource's proposal remains anti-consumer
and anti-choice.

Demand charges are an anti-consumer billing mechanism designed to confuse ratepayers and disincentivive
conservation and energy efficiency. Demand charges ambush ratepayers. You only know when your peak demand has
been set after the fact. Ratepayers should be charged for the energy they use, not ambushed with exorbitant charges
based on a short period within a month.

In addition, net metering is vital to preserving the ability of ratepayers to go solar and protecting thousands of jobs. Net
metering is a fair policy that creates jobs and gives consumers energy choice.

We know what happens when you eliminate fundamental solar policies. Do not let what happened in Nevada happen in
Arizona.

Reject UNS Energy's proposal. It is a power grab that erodes consumer choice and control over bills in order to ensure
captive ratepayers for their monopoly.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Benavidez

phoenix, AZ 85027
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Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Goswick <jeff.goswick@ieee.org>
Saturday, June 04, 2016 4:14 PM
Little-Web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142. I oppose UNS's proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

At it's core Unisource's proposal remains anti-consumer and anti-choice. Please reject UNS proposed mandatory
demand charges on solar customers and the elimination of fundamental solar policies, like net metering. UniSource was
wrong to propose mandatory demand charges for all, and they are still wrong. Demand charges are confusing and hard
to control.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

Jeff Goswick

Phoenix, AZ 85048
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Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Martin Strohmeyer <Mpstrohmeyer@msn.com>
Monday, June 06, 2016 2:34 PM
Little-Web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142 - No on UNS anti-solar proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

Unisource was wrong to proposal demand charges on all customers and still wrong to propose discriminatory demand
charges on solar customers.

I urge the Commission to preserve the ability of ratepayers to exercise choice when it comes to lowering their bills.
Please reject demand charges of any kind and protect net metering. By protecting choice and competition in our energy
market, we can create jobs and give consumers energy choice.

Sincerely,

Martin Strohmeyer

4628 w Ellis st
Laveen, AZ 85339

3039131012
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Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jeff Moore <j.dm.68@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, June 07, 2016 1:50 PM
Little-web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142 - No on UNS anti-solar proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

Uri source was wrong to proposal demand charges on all customers and still wrong to propose discriminatory demand
charges on solar customers.

I urge the Commission to preserve the ability of ratepayers to exercise choice when it comes to lowering their bills.
Please reject demand charges of any kind and protect net metering. By protecting choice and competition in our energy
market, we can create jobs and give consumers energy choice.

Sincerely,

Jeff Moore

2519 E. Mescal
Phoenix, AZ 85028

602 971 5147
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Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Greg Lutowsky <glutowsky@gmaiI.com>
Wednesday, June 08, 2016 7:44 AM
Little-web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142. Please Reject UNS Energy's proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

Please reject Unisource's anti-consumer proposal. Unisource's proposal still imposes mandatory demand charges on
solar customers and the elimination of fundamental solar policies, like net metering. UniSource was wrong to propose
mandatory demand charges for all, and they are still wrong, At it's core, Unisource's proposal remains anti-consumer
and anti-choice.

Demand charges are an anti-consumer billing mechanism designed to confuse ratepayers and disincentivive
conservation and energy efficiency. Demand charges ambush ratepayers. You only know when your peak demand has
been set after the fact. Ratepayers should be charged for the energy they use, not ambushed with exorbitant charges
based on a short period within a month.

In addition, net metering is vital to preserving the ability of ratepayers to go solar and protecting thousands of jobs. Net
metering is a fair policy that creates jobs and gives consumers energy choice.

We know what happens when you eliminate fundamental solar policies. Do not let what happened in Nevada happen in
Arizona.

Reject UNS Energy's proposal. It is a power grab that erodes consumer choice and control over bills in order to ensure
ca ptive ratepayers for their monopoly.

Sincerely,

Greg Lutowsky

18034 N 42nd place
Phoenix, AZ 85032

847.530.4180
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Andrea Gaston

From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Laura Fertig <Laurawelp@hotmail.com>

Tuesday, June 07, 2016 9:32 PM
Little-Web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142 - No on UNS anti-solar proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

Ii support development of Arizona's solar industry. Powering this state with solar energy will have to happen sooner or
later. it's foolish and shortsighted to delay. Unisource was wrong to propose demand charges on all customers and still
wrong to propose discriminatory demand charges on solar customers.

I urge the Commission to preserve the ability of ratepayers to exercise choice when it comes to lowering their bills.
Please reject demand charges of any kind and protect net metering. By protecting choice and competition in our energy
market, we can create jobs and give consumers energy choice.

Sincerely,

Laura Fertile

6629 s 43rd St
Phoenix, AZ 85042

4802710434

1



Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kenneth Heffley <kenskunky39@yahoo.com>
Monday, June 06, 2016 7:58 PM
Little-Web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142. Please Reject UNS Energy's proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

Please reject Unisource's anti-consumer proposal. Unisource's proposal still imposes mandatory demand charges on
solar customers and the elimination of fundamental solar policies, like net metering. UniSource was wrong to propose
mandatory demand charges for all, and they are still wrong, At it's core, Unisource's proposal remains anti-consumer
and anti-choice.

Demand charges are an anti-consumer billing mechanism designed to confuse ratepayers and disincentivive
conservation and energy efficiency. Demand charges ambush ratepayers. You only know when your peak demand has
been set after the fact. Ratepayers should be charged for the energy they use, not ambushed with exorbitant charges
based on a short period within a month.

In addition, net metering is vital to preserving the ability of ratepayers to go solar and protecting thousands of jobs. Net
metering is a fair policy that creates jobs and gives consumers energy choice.

We know what happens when you eliminate fundamental solar policies. Do not let what happened in Nevada happen in
Arizona.

Reject UNS Energy's proposal. It is a power grab that erodes consumer choice and control over bills in order to ensure
captive ratepayers for their monopoly.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Henley

31672 n. 131 ave
Peoria, AZ 85383

1



Andrea Gaston

From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Stan McCann <stan@surecann.com>

Friday, June 03, 2016 8:56 PM

Little-Web
Docket# E-042044-15-0142. I oppose UNS's proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

At it's core Unisource's proposal remains anti-consumer and anti-choice. Please reject UNS proposed mandatory

demand charges on solar customers and the elimination of fundamental solar policies, like net metering. UniSource was

wrong to propose mandatory demand charges for all, and they are still wrong. Demand charges are confusing and hard

to control.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

Stan McCann

Tucson, AZ 85741

1
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Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Pauline Malcolm <Pollywallywilson@gmail.com>
Friday, June 03, 2016 8:14 PM
Little-web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142. Please Reject UNS Energy's proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

Please reject Unisource's anti-consumer proposal. Unisource's proposal still imposes mandatory demand charges on
solar customers and the elimination of fundamental solar policies, like net metering. UniSource was wrong to propose
mandatory demand charges for all, and they are still wrong, At it's core, Unisource's proposal remains anti-consumer
and anti-choice.

Demand charges are an anti-consumer billing mechanism designed to confuse ratepayers and disincentivive
conservation and energy efficiency. Demand charges ambush ratepayers. You only know when your peak demand has
been set after the fact. Ratepayers should be charged for the energy they use, not ambushed with exorbitant charges
based on a short period within a month.

In addition, net metering is vital to preserving the ability of ratepayers to go solar and protecting thousands of jobs. Net
metering is a fair policy that creates jobs and gives consumers energy choice.

We know what happens when you eliminate fundamental solar policies. Do not let what happened in Nevada happen in
Arizona.

Reject UNS Energy's proposal. It is a power grab that erodes consumer choice and control over bills in order to ensure
captive ratepayers for their monopoly.

Sincerely,

Pauline Malcolm

Tucson, AZ 85742

1



Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Yuma Wong < Edyumifamily@comcast.net>
Friday, June 03, 2016 8:04 PM
Little-Web
oppose UNS's proposal, regarding Docket# E-04204A-15-0142

Dear Chairman Little,

Clean energy is THE ONLy WAY to leave a habitable planet for our kids and grandkids. Please continue to support clean
energy, not retract it. No planet, no life.

Thank you,
Yuma Wong
(AZ Voter)

Sincerely,

Yuri Wong

Tucso, AZ 85704
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Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Susie Trujillo <susiekt@yahoo.com>
Thursday, June 02, 2016 5:20 PM
Little-web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142 - No on UNS anti-solar proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

Uri source was wrong to proposal demand charges on all customers and still wrong to propose discriminatory demand
charges on solar customers.

I urge the Commission to preserve the ability of ratepayers to exercise choice when it comes to lowering their bills.
Please reject demand charges of any kind and protect net metering. By protecting choice and competition in our energy
market, we can create jobs and give consumers energy choice.

Sincerely,

Susie Trujillo

TUCSON, AZ 8581b

1



Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mary Shoff <Mgjj@aoI,com>
Friday, June 03, 2016 1:32 PM
Little-Web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142. Please Reject UNS Energy's proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

We should not be charged for trying to save our planet by using Solar! The sun is free, and I feel my whole state of AZ
should be solar! Please don't charge people for free energy sources! Thank you.

Please reject Unisource's anti-consumer proposal. Unisource's proposal still imposes mandatory demand charges on
solar customers and the elimination of fundamental solar policies, like net metering. UniSource was wrong to propose
mandatory demand charges for all, and they are still wrong, At it's core, Unisource's proposal remains anti-consumer
and anti-choice.

Demand charges are an anti-consumer billing mechanism designed to confuse ratepayers and disincentivive
conservation and energy efficiency. Demand charges ambush ratepayers. You only know when your peak demand has
been set after the fact. Ratepayers should be charged for the energy they use, not ambushed with exorbitant charges
based on a short period within a month.

In addition, net metering is vital to preserving the ability of ratepayers to go solar and protecting thousands of jobs. Net
metering is a fair policy that creates jobs and gives consumers energy choice.

We know what happens when you eliminate fundamental solar policies. Do not let what happened in Nevada happen in
Arizona.

Reject UNS Energy's proposal. It is a power grab that erodes consumer choice and control over bills in order to ensure
captive ratepayers for their monopoly,

Sincerely,

Mary Shoff

Scottsdale, AZ 85255

1



Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gary Scoff <Gofsandp@aol.com>
Friday, June 03, 2016 1:38 PM
Little-Web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142. I oppose UNS's proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

We must save our Planet! Not big corporations who want to charge us for free sunshine! This is ridiculous! Help save our
planet for my children, as well as your children!

At it's core Unisource's proposal remains anti-consumer and anti-choice. Please reject UNS proposed mandatory
demand charges on solar customers and the elimination of fundamental solar policies, like net metering. UniSource was
wrong to propose mandatory demand charges for all, and they are still wrong. Demand charges are confusing and hard
to control.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

Gary Shoff

10564 E Acacia Dr
Scottsdale, AZ 85255

1



Andrea Gaston

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dennis Lloyd <dennis57lloyd@msn.com>
Wednesday, June 08, 2016 9:14 AM
Little-web
Docket# E-04204A-15-0142 - No on UNS anti-solar proposal

Dear Chairman Little,

Uri source was wrong to proposal demand charges on all customers and still wrong to propose discriminatory demand
charges on solar customers.

I urge the Commission to preserve the ability of ratepayers to exercise choice when it comes to lowering their bills.
Please reject demand charges of any kind and protect net metering. By protecting choice and competition in our energy
market, we can create jobs and give consumers energy choice.

Sincerely,

Dennis Lloyd

558 N Dijon Court
Tucson, AZ 85748

520
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